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This book was converted from its physical edition to the digital format by a community of
volunteers. You may find it for free on the web. Purchase of the Kindle edition includes wireless
delivery.

[Beebe's] writing is lucid; he exhibits an impeccable taste in verbal imagery; and he can, when
he chooses, carry off a lyric flight without faltering or appearance of affectation. Apart from all
other qualities, Edge of the Jungle is notable for its purely literary excellence. --The NationMr.
Beebe is a scientist, but he was certainly cut out for an epic poet. Where else is there such
another combination of science and poetry, of observation and fancy, of fact and reveling,
rioting, bejungled imagination? --Atlantic's Bookshelf --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.ReviewMr. Beebe is a scientist, but he was certainly cut out for an epic
poet. Where else is there such another combination of science and poetry, of observation and
fancy, of fact and reveling, rioting, bejungled imagination? (Atlantic's Bookshelf )[Beebe's]
writing is lucid; he exhibits an impeccable taste in verbal imagery; and he can, when he chooses,
carry off a lyric flight without faltering or appearance of affectation. Apart from all other qualities,
Edge of the Jungle is notable for its purely literary excellence. (The Nation ) --This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorCharles William Beebe (July 29, 1877 - June
4, 1962) was an American naturalist, ornithologist, marine biologist, entomologist, explorer, and
author. He is remembered for the numerous expeditions he conducted for the New York
Zoological Society, his deep dives in the Bathysphere, and his prolific scientific writing for
academic and popular audiences. Born in Brooklyn, New York and raised in East Orange, New
Jersey, Beebe left college before obtaining a degree in order to work at the then newly opened
New York Zoological Park, where he was given the duty of caring for the zoo's birds. He quickly
distinguished himself in his work for the zoo, first with his skill in designing habitats for its bird
population, and soon also with a series of research expeditions of increasing length, including
an expedition around the world to document the world's pheasants. These expeditions formed
the basis for a large quantity of writing for both popular and academic audiences, including an
account of his pheasant expedition titled A Monograph of the Pheasants and published in four
volumes from 1918 to 1922. In recognition of the research conducted on his expeditions, he was
granted honorary doctorates from Tufts and Colgate University. During the course of his
expeditions Beebe gradually developed an interest in marine biology, ultimately leading to his
1930s dives in the Bathysphere, along with its inventor, Otis Barton, off the coast of Bermuda.
This was the first time a biologist observed deep-sea animals in their native environment, and
set several successive records for the deepest dive ever performed by a human, the deepest of
which stood until it was broken by Barton 15 years later. Following his Bathysphere dives, Beebe



returned to the tropics and began to focus his study on the behavior of insects. In 1949, he
founded a tropical research station in Trinidad which he named Simla, and which remains in
operation as part of the Asa Wright Nature Centre. Beebe's research at Simla continued until his
death from pneumonia in 1962 at the age of 84. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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CCwriter, “good read on a jungle trip. Written by a renowned early twentieth century explorer and
naturalist and published in 1921, these essays are perfect to read on a trip to the jungle. Beebe
wrote the essays at his research station in what was then British Guiana (now Guyana) on the
northern coast of South America, but many of his observations are also apropos to other South
American jungle habitats. The essays are a delight, though somewhat digressive by today's
standards. Beebe's descriptions of the activities of leaf-cutter and of army ants are fascinating,
And you have to admire someone who will bare his big toe at night to tempt a vampire bat!”

The book by William Beebe has a rating of  5 out of 3.1. 5 people have provided feedback.
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